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Abstract

1. In his 2006 edition on the Law and Practice of the International Court, Shabtai Rosenne argued that “the sparse

axiomatic statement of Article 41 has clearly left the development of the law and procedure for indicating provisional

measures to the control of the Court itself”.  To the best of my knowledge, this proposition remains unchallenged.  In

addition, should one have a more intimate view on a State’s practice, instituting provisional measures before the Court

yields only to the inherent right of self-defence.   Surely, there is a close nexus with a State’s willingness to resolve an

international dispute before a competent judicial forum, for the very institution of provisional measures remains a part of

the judicial arsenal each aggrieved State possesses.

2.   There is no doubt whatsoever left and also no challenge against the backbone legal requirement, namely that a direct

connection has to exist between the subject matter of the mainline claim and the particular instance of this jurisdiction

that is invoked.  Flexibility is, probably, the main feature of asking the Court to indicate provisional measures and it seems

that States use diachronically large part of their resources to preserve their rights, as they understood it.

3.   Still, developing procedural rules with the aim of achieving international regulatory certainty and promoting global

public interest in cases of urgency under the rule of law, may not be rested solely on the premises of “judge-made law”. 

The solid pronouncements rendered by the Court, despite their indeed special weight and authority, are not to be



considered as conclusive ones.

4.   This being so, is there any possible way for a second reading of the Court’s case-law?  Is there any room for creative

inspiration deriving from its recent Orders on the subject?  And, more generally, can one identify a need for a different

approach?

5.   The suggested Paper will try and demonstrate that a more strict approach on provisional measures is needed, subject

–always- to the clearly defined boundary of the State’s consent to adjudication.  Conclusions will, hopefully, follow.
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